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LSC Group deploy Oracle Primavera P6 in support of Outage
Planning for EDF Energy
EDF Energy is one of the UK’s largest energy providers, generating around one fifth of
the UK’s electricity and supplying some 5.5 million customers. To ensure the safe and
effective operation of its nuclear generators, the company undertakes a strict
maintenance regime. This Outage process is a long and complex one, hugely
demanding in both time and resources, and each day of overrun represents lost
revenue.
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LSC Group has established an enviable track record in delivering critical engineering
planning support services across multiple EDF Energy sites. Outage Planning is
undertaken using Oracle Primavera P6 and the LSC Group specialists have been able to
identify, improve and manage the coordination of equipment and schedules for Outage
programmes, whilst ensuring that the interdependencies are visible to all stakeholders.
This has dramatically improved the ability of the team not only to plan for Outages
more effectively, but has also enabled them to create contingency plans for
interdependent activities and improve resource allocation.
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Milestone have provided highly effective training and workshop sessions specifically
tailored to the P6 Outage Planning requirements of LSC Group. This has led to
significant process improvements across a breadth of Outage related activities, driving
cost and time efficiencies. In addition, it ensures that P6 is used in the most efficient
manner and that best practice is shared across multiple site communities.
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“Milestone have provided us with Oracle Primavera P6 support for the last few years
and have helped us develop our planning staff further. I have been impressed with
the knowledge of their consultants and the fact that they tailor our requirements
specifically in the workshops they deliver.”
William Foulds, Project Engineering Group Lead, LSC Group
Milestone is a specialist provider of technology‐enabled solutions that span the
complete lifecycle of planning, operations and management of projects, programmes
and portfolios. As an Oracle Platinum Partner we develop our solutions utilising the
Oracle Primavera suite, as well as other industry‐leading complementary products,
such as Hard Dollar, eTimeMachine, LoadSpring and Maxavera. Milestone provides
end‐to‐end services including software, implementation, product and user training.
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